Home survival weekly
plans Y1
Ideas for activities at home week commencing 30th March 2020
Hello Funnybones and Elmer children.
It has been a very different week for all of us but I’m sure you are all working hard for your parents,
remember if there are any questions for us then feel free to message Mr Hiscock and he will pass any
messages on. I have enjoyed seeing all the signs of spring on my daily walk and trying to keep up with
Joe Wicks every morning to keep fit!
Mrs Healey
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Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
30/3
31/3
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16/4
17/4
Letter j
Handwriting
Letters j, u
Letters j, u, y
Letters j, u, y, th, Letters j, u, y, th, ch
ch
Reading
Reading for 15
Reading for 15
Reading for 15
Reading for 15
Reading for 15
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
Spag
Share a story with
Retell the story to
Use adjectives to
Write about your
Look at your
another person and
another person,
describe your
favourite book
sentences from
find all the adjectives
adding actions to
favourite book
character using
yesterday. How
(describing words).
help you.
character.
adjectives.
could you make
Remember to
them better?
use capital
- Is there another
letters and full
sentence you could
stops.
write?
- A better adjective
to use?
Number bonds
Go over the number
Go over the number
Go over the
Write the fact
Write the fact family
bonds to 7
bonds to 8
number bonds to 9
families for
for the number
number bonds to
bonds to 6.
5 i.e 2+3=5,
3+2=5,
5-2=3,5-3=2
Maths
Find some objects
Find a container in
Look at how much
See if you can
Make a ‘cocktail’ for
around your house
your house that is
a container will
find two different a family member
that contain liquids
empty, full, half
using different
hold, and see if it
shaped
and order them
empty, nearly empty still holds that
amounts of liquids.
containers that
smallest to biggest.
and nearly full.
amount if you pour
hold the same
it out and then in
amount.
again.
Science
STAR
RE

PE

Music

Look at different animals. Find out whether they are an omnivore, carnivore and herbivore. What does this
mean?
Write a weather diary for the week. Predict what you think may happen and think about what weather you
would expect in Spring.
Read a parable
with another
person and talk
about what we
might learn from
the story.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Uvj49ryfWQ

Can you
complete the
baby shark
challenge?
Make a plan for
making a musical
instrument. Listen to
some musical
instruments and
think about how the
sounds are made.

